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Abstract
It is of great significance to research PV forecasting techniques for mitigating the effects of the randomness of the Photovoltaic output.
This paper analyses many factors from PV which impact photovoltaic output and extracts the main factors, forming sample data
combined with the historical database generation data from PV monitoring system. And an error correction SVM method (ECSVM) is
used to calculate the open integration of photovoltaic power storage system in advance or after the time in order to try to eliminate the
system error between the predicted and actual values. At the same time, using genetic algorithm to optimize kernel function parameter
and the error penalty factor and other parameters in this model, the establishment of the GA-ECSVM model improves portfolio
optimization model parameter prediction accuracy and efficiency of the selected type. Finally examples verified and compared with
standard SVM methods and ECSVM method, predicting effects show that: The GA-ECSVM optimization model presented in this
paper has better learning ability and generalization ability in the short term prediction of photovoltaic power generation, with the
prediction accuracy of 95.2016%.
Keywords: PV, SVM, error correction, GA, forecast

1 Introduction

error correction SVM method (ECSVM) is still deficits in
the technical parameter selection. In allusion to these
problems, this paper use genetic algorithm to optimize
kernel function parameters and the error penalty factor and
other parameters in this model, the establishment of the
GA-ECSVM model improves portfolio optimization
model parameter prediction accuracy and efficiency of the
selected type.

Along with the intensity of environmental pollution caused
by global energy shortage and the use of fossil resources,
solar power as one of the important renewable energy, has
received wide attention [1, 2]. Photovoltaic system has
more practice value in this area because of its technical
improvement. Because of the stochastic weather and
fluctuation of illumination intensity, it will inevitably
influence generation scheduling greatly [3-5]. The
accurate PV power generation forecast is one of the
effective means to improve the PV power capacity, the
stability and economy of the power grids operation.
The theory of PV power generation forecasting has been
researched in recent years, and a lot of forecasting methods
are proposed. In [6], using historical weather data sources
to make predictions about illumination intensity in future.
But the accuracy of PV power generation prediction needs
to be improved to satisfy the actual production. In [7], a
back propagation (BP) neural network forecasting model
was proposed whose input parameters were ambient
temperature, humility and cloud cover, which improve
accuracy of PV power generation prediction. But
photovoltaic (PV) generation forecasting models need to
take cloud cover as their input parameters. However, they
were difficult to implement in China due to insufficient
weather stations available.
Extraction temperature, Solar Radiation Intensity and
sunshine time were the main factors, which affect PV
power generation. This paper provides error correction
SVM method (ECSVM) according to historical data. But
*

2 Important factors affecting PV generation
For different districts and locations, meteorological
factors, including solar irradiance, temperature, and so
forth, are always changing [8, 9]. In order to efficiently
utilize renewable energy using solar energy, an analysis of
the characteristics of meteorological factors at a potential
site should be considered. Data from the solar energy gridconnected PV plants, including the amount of solar
electricity being produced and the meteorological factors,
will be made available to analyse.
The output power of photovoltaic power station on
sunny days is presented in Figure 1. It has strong
randomicity, but similar on the whole.
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FIGURE 3 Coefficient of cloud and power output of PV system
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FIGURE 1 Daily power output in sunny days
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FIGURE 4 Temperature and power output of PV system
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The change rules of the output power were similar with the
change tendency of temperature [13, 14]. As shown in
Figure 4, there is a positive correlation between
temperature and the output power. In addition, the
temperature will be used as one significant impact of the
predictive model.

FIGURE 2 Solar radiation and power output of PV system

2.1 SOLAR RADIATION INTENSITY
As shown in Figure 2, The intensity of solar radiation has
a significant impact on photovoltaic power generation. In
photovoltaic system, the output of photovoltaic battery is
affected greatly by the Solar Radiation Intensity, it has
obvious non-linear features [10]. Thus, the intensity of
solar radiation will be used as one significant impact of the
predictive model.

3 The theory of SVM
The advantage of support vector machine predictive model
can overcome the shortcoming of traditional methods,
which are over-fitting, non-linear, disaster of
dimensionality, local minimum.

2.2 CLOUD

3.1 THE THEORY OF SVM REGRESSION

The effects of the cloud on solar radiation is considered.
The response time of a PV (photovoltaic) plant is very
short and its output power follows the abrupt change in
solar irradiance level due to alternate shadow by clouds
[11, 12]. As shown in Figure 3, When the cloud covers a
large area, the output power will be reduced relatively, also
the shadow by clouds will be used as one significant
impact of the predictive model.

Regression problems was based on a new input stylebook
data x to inference corresponding output y .
Data sample set is

{( xi , yi ),...,( xl , yl )} , where

xi  R , yi  R, i  1, 2,3,..., l .
n

The basic idea of SVM estimate regression means,
performing the data of input space into a high-dimensional
feature space through non-linear mapping relationship.
The
value
of
sample
data
{xi , yi } ,
i  1, 2,3,..., s( xi  R n , yi  R) , where yi is the exception,

s is the total number of data points.
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Regression problem is solved by Loss function in
SVM. Use function: y  f ( x)  [w ( x)]  b .
Take the extreme value of optimization goal:
min Q 

n
1
|| w ||2 C  (i   i ) ,
2
i 1
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3.2 THE METHOD OF PREDICTING
The time series are {x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xn }, i  1, 2,3,...n and
predictive goal value is {xn } . This paper set up the
functional projective relationship which is Rm  R from
the input to the output .m is embedded dimension. We can
get samples for learning SVM:

(1)

 yi  [ wk ( xi )]  b    i

s.t. [ wk ( xi )]  b  y   i   i ,
 ,   0, i  1, l , s
 i i

 x1
 x
X  2
 L

 xn  m

where C is error penalty factors;  i and  i are relaxation
factor;  is loss function. Loss function can show decision
function through sparse data points. The loss Equation (2)
introduced has a good effect.
| f ( x)  y | 
0
L ( y )  
.
(2)
 | f ( x)  y |  | f ( x)  y | 

x2

L

x3

L

L

L

xn  m 1

L

xm 
 xm 1 



xm 1 
x
, Y   m2  .
M 
L 



xn 1 
 xn 

Regression function:
nm

yi   (ai  ai' )k (ai  a j )  b, j  m  1,..., n .

(4)

i 1

Using Lagrangian multiplication ai and bi , which
facilitate convex optimization problems into quadratic
maximum.

The first step:
nm

xn 1   (ai  ai' )k (ai  an  m 1 )  b ,

(5)

i 1

TABLE 1 Common kernel function

where an m1  {xn m1 , xn m 2 ,..., xn } .

1

Name
Liner kernel function

Expression
k u, v   u  v 

2

Polynomial kernel function

k  u, v    r  u  v   coef 0

3

RBF kernel function

k  u, v   exp r u  v

4

Sigmoid kernel function

k  u , v   tanh  r  u  v   coef 0 



2

Then:

d

an m 2  {xn m 2 , xn m3 ,..., xn , xn1} .



Therefore:
nm

Note: the r is kernel function parameter.

xn  2   (ai  ai' )k ( xi , xn  m  2 )  b .

Support vector machines(SVM) method is developed
for solving highly nonlinear classification,whose program
are mapped into a high-dimensional feature space through
a certain transformation function to nonlinear data
variables and then from line regression of high dimension
using kernel function k  x, xi     x   xi  . Introduce

i 1

Result:
nm

xn  l   (ai  ai' )k (ai  an  m  l )  b ,

where xn  ml  {xn  ml , xn  ml 1 ,..., xn l 1} .

kernel function to replace inner product computation.
optimization goal integrated as shown below :
n

n

i 1

i 1

3.3 PV GENERATION PREDICTION MODEL
BASED ON ECSVM

max W ( ai , bi )=  yi ( ai  bi )    ( ai  ai' ) 
1 n
 (ai  ai' )(a j  ai' )( xi  x 'j ),
2 i , j 1
n
n
'
 ai   ai
s.t.  i 1
i 1
0  a , a '  C
i
i


(6)

i 1

(3)
PV system affected by the environment, there are many
uncertain disturbance sources. The errors between
predictive value and the actual value were unavoidable. In
order to minimize error, error integral method is proposed.
Its characteristics are as follows:

i  1, 2,..., n ,

where C is used to control the complexity of the model
and compromises approximation errors. When the C
larger, the fitting degree higher;  was used to control
regression approximate error and generalization ability
models.

Yy   x(1) x(2) x(3)x(120) ,

(7)

Ys   y(1) y(2) y(3) y(120) , (n  120) .

(8)

Y y – predictive power, Ys – real generation power,
n

Er   [Yy (i )  Ys (i )], (t  n  120) ,

(9)

i t
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4 PV Generation prediction model based on GAECSVM

where Yy (i ) – real generation power at time i equals; –
Predictive power at time i equals; Er – the errors between
predictive value and the actual value.
t

Er  Eg inv
Pd r

,
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SVM can have different performances of classification
through choosing different Kernel Functions and
parameters [15, 16]. The performance of the SVM is
influenced by kernel function parameter r [17, 18].
Meanwhile, kernel function is the key technology of SVM.
Using different kernel function will affect the learning
ability and generalization ability of SVM. In view of the
present insufficiency in the selection technology aspect of
SVM, several proposals were put forward, which will
improve SVM learning ability, generalization performance
and the ability to choosing the kernel function and
function's parameters.
Genetic Algorithm is based on the nature selection and
genetic transmission mechanisms, whose advantages is
high collateral, stochastic, self-reliance [19, 20]. To
improve the SVM, ECSVM optimized by GA are given in
Figure 5.

(10)

where t – energy storage opening time error; E g – the
errors between predictive value and the actual value; Pd –
energy storage equipment output power; inv – efficiency
of PV power generation system;  r – efficiency of energy
storage output energy.

Data preprocessing, Feature
extraction, Create the sample matrix
Encode the nuclear parameters of the
SVM and penalty factor

Produe the initial population random

Chromosome in the population and
Calculate the fitness function

Newer population is
generated from current
population by copying,
crossing and variation.

Use the MAPE to calculate fitness of
each chromosome

No

Whether meet the maximum number of
iterations or Less than a given accuracy
Yes
Stop counting and output the optimal
chromosome

Encode optimal chromosome and get
optimal parameter

Implement forecasting and compare

FIGURE 5 Flow chart
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FIGURE 6 Decoding process

Step 1: In PV power generation data processing, the
programme checks and modifies the bad-data.
Step 2: The factors which affect PV power generation
multiple. The main factors, such as solar radiation

intensity, sunshine time, and temperature, are considered
in the paper.
Step 3: Consider the couple role of above factor. We can
get an input matrix.
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5 Case study

Step 4: The training set data and test data consist of kernel
function and penalty factor, which is produced by a
population of randomly generated each individual genes in
the string of decoding, were input into model for training
and simulation. Decoding process as show in fig. (6).
Step 5: The mean absolute percentage error of test sample
MAPE is considered mean function to evaluate the
population:

MAPE 

1 N psimu .k  ptrag .k
100% ,
 p
N k 1
trag .k
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PV monitoring system historical electricity generation data
and environmental parameters are included in the sample
data of prediction system. Experimental samples are
selected from Nanchang University rooftop photovoltaic
power generation data, which recorded for 5 min interval.
Foe the training sample the period from August 1 2011 to
August 6 2011 was selected. The data from August 7 2011
are tested as forecast samples.
A quick look at the Table 2 above indicates that
forecast accuracy and training accuracy of GA-ECSVM is
better than ECSVM. Forecast effect of GA-ECSVM is
given in Figure 7, which has high accuracy of prediction.
In order to verify the superiority of the GA-ECSVM,
Comparative forecast effect of SVM, ECSVM and
GA_ECSVM can help rank forecast accuracy. The error of
measurement using different methods are compared in
Figure 8.
From Figure 8 the accuracy of prediction of GAECSVM model is higher than SVM and ECSVM. In order
to calculate the errors between predictive value and the
actual value accurately, mean absolute error method are
proposed.
From Table 3 we know that ECSVM model, which has
optimized the GA is more exactitude. The relative
prediction error precisions are all below 5%.

(12)

Step 6: The next generation of individuals were choose
based on the individual fitness and selection principle.
Step 7: Selection, crossover and mutation operations were
used to produce the next generation.
Step 8: judging whether the terminal condition is meet, if
meet, turn into the next step, otherwise go to step 5.
Step 9: The best individual were exported and considered
as its proximate optimum solution in this problems.
Step 10: Then, the forecast is realized by the use of
Genetic algorithm that used to derive the corresponding
kernel function , kernel function parameter and error
warning factor.
Step 11: MAPE is used to predict and evaluate the
performances, and last, they were compared with the
traditional methods.
TABLE 2 Contrast GA-ECSVM with ECSVM predictions
Experiment

Experience choice

GA optimization

Kernel function
type
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
2

SVM parameters
Kernel function
parameter r

1
10
1
10
1
10
7.375

Penalty factor

Training accuracy
(%)

Forecast accuracy
(%)

1
10
10
1
10
1
10
1
11.91

62.5
72.5
95
86
95
94
57.5
52.5
98

86.67
83.33
90
56.67
86.67
73
73.33
33.33
96

FIGURE 7 The power generation forecasting
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FIGURE 8 Forecasting error curve
TABLE 3 Forecasting error
MAPE (%)

GA-ECSVM
4.7984

ECSVM
9.6255

SVM
15.3654

6 Conclusions

portfolio optimization model parameter prediction
accuracy. Finally, an application example shows that : the
GA-ECSVM model has better learning ability and
generalization ability in the short term prediction of
photovoltaic power generation than SVM and ECSVM,
with the prediction accuracy of 95.2016%.

Power forecasting has received a great deal of attention
due to its importance for planning the operations. In this
paper, the GA-ECSVM model is proposed to forecast the
output of PV power generation. Firstly, an error correction
SVM method (ECSVM) is used to calculate the open
integration of photovoltaic power storage system in
advance or after the time in order to try to eliminate the
system error between the predicted and actual values.
Meanwhile, using GA to optimize kernel function
parameters and the error penalty factor and other
parameters in this model, GA-ECSVM model improves
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